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ABSTRACT
Segmentation and tracking are two important aspects in visual surveillance systems. Many
barriers such as cluttered background, camera movements, and occlusion make the robust
detection and tracking a difficult problem, especially in case of multiple moving objects. Object
detection in the presence of camera noise and with variable or unfavourable luminance
conditions is still an active area of research. This paper proposes a framework which can
effectively detect the moving objects and track them despite of occlusion and a priori knowledge
of objects in the scene. The segmentation step uses a robust threshold decision algorithm which
uses a multi-background model. The video object tracking is able to track multiple objects along
with their trajectories based on Continuous Energy Minimization. In this work, an effective
formulation of multi-target tracking as minimization of a continuous energy is combined with
multi-background registration. Apart from the recent approaches, it focus on making use of an
energy that corresponds to a more complete representation of the problem, rather than one that
is amenable to global optimization. Besides the image evidence, the energy function considers
physical constraints, such as target dynamics, mutual exclusion, and track persistence. The
proposed tracking framework is able to track multiple objects despite of occlusions under
dynamic background conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation and tracking plays an important role in Visual surveillance systems. Video tracking
is the process of locating a moving object (or multiple objects) over time using a camera. Video
tracking can be a time consuming process due to the amount of data that is contained in video.
Adding further to the complexity is the possible need to use object recognition techniques for
tracking, a challenging problem in its own right.
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Video object segmentation, detection and tracking processes are the basic, starting steps for more
complex processes, such as video context analysis and multimedia indexing. Object tracking in
videos can be defined as the process of segmenting an object of interest from a sequence of video
scenes. This process should keep track of its motion, orientation, occlusion and etc. in order to
extract useful context information, which will be used on higher-level processes.
When the camera is fixed and the number of targets is small, objects can easily be tracked using
simple methods. Computer vision-based methods often provide the only non-invasive solution.
Their applications can be divided into three different groups: Surveillance, control and analysis.
Under various environmental assumptions, several video object segmentation algorithms have
been proposed. [6] - [8] proposes several simple and efficient video object segmentation
algorithms. However, the proposed algorithms cannot address dynamic backgrounds because only
one background layer is employed in their background model. Some algorithms are complex and
require large amount of memory. Vosters et al. [9] proposed a more complex algorithm,
consisting of an Eigen background and statistical illumination model, which can address sudden
changes of illumination, but it has very high computational requirement.
To enable the long-term tracking, there are a number of problems which need to be addressed.
The key problem is the detection of the object when it reappears in the camera’s field of view.
This problem is aggravated by the fact that the object may change its appearance thus making the
appearance from the initial frame irrelevant.
Tracking algorithms estimate the object motion. Trackers require only initialization, are fast and
produce smooth trajectories. On the other hand, they accumulate error during run-time (drift) and
typically fail if the object disappears from the camera view. Research in tracking aims at
developing increasingly robust trackers that track “longer”. The post-failure behavior is not
directly addressed. Detection based algorithms estimate the object location in every frame
independently. Detectors do not drift and do not fail if the object disappears from the camera
view. However, they require an offline training stage and therefore cannot be applied to unknown
objects.
This paper intends to:
1.

Propose a new method which combines multi-background registration based object
detection to detect objects under dynamic backgrounds and tracking based on continuous
energy minimization.

2.

To obtain better results despite of occlusions in complex backgrounds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The proposed system model is explained
in section 3, 4, 5 and 6. In Section 7, conclusion of the work is given.

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
In order to solve the problem of detection and tracking in cluttered backgrounds, a robust method
which makes use of a Multi-background registration based object detection and Energy
minimization based tracking is proposed in this paper. It is an enhanced method over the previous
ones, and it is able to detect the area of interest in dynamic background tracks multiple moving
objects along with their trajectories. Separate trajectories are assigned to the objects and those
trajectories are not destroyed even if the object undergoes inter-object occlusion.
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The segmentation method is memory efficient and it is able to detect objects under background
clutter. The entire process consists of three major parts namely, Multi-background registration
based segmentation, Threshold decision and Multiple-object tracking.
For detecting the moving objects, a background model is found out using multi-background
registration and the foreground objects are detected using the built background model. The
background model uses multiple background images which suits it for using in dynamic
backgrounds. Apart the other methods, this is able to track multiple objects under dynamic
backgrounds along with their trajectories.
The proposed system is an enhancement over the stationary background and single object
tracking systems and include three main components:
1. An efficient threshold determination for segmentation.
2. Object detection.
3. Tracking multiple objects based on Continuous Energy Minimization.

3. THRESHOLD DECISION
To better deal with dynamic background conditions, an efficient threshold decision is inevitable.
This paper makes use of Gaussianity test and Noise level estimation for efficient threshold
decision.

Fig. 1. Threshold decision

The Gaussianity test is applied to each block to determine if the minimal background differences
in the block are Gaussian distributed or not. The camera noise is assumed to be Gaussian
distributed.

3.1 Gaussianity Test

Divide the frame into a number of non-overlapping blocks of size  ∗  . Apply Gaussianity
test to each block to determine if the minimal background differences in the block are Gaussian
distributed or not. The Gaussianity test can be shown as the following equations:



∗

∑ ∑ , 

(1)

 ,  ,  ,   =  +  − 3  −   − 3 −  − 2

1) Gaussian: | ,  ,  ,  | < $%&

2) Non-Gaussian: | ,  ,  ,   ≥ $%&

Where the smaller the H value, the closer the distribution of _ is to the Gaussian
distribution, and $_)ℎ is thethreshold value for binarizing the decision. If the minimalbackground
differences in a block are Gaussian distributed, theblock belongs to the background region
because the (minimal)difference between the current frame and the backgroundimages is only
caused by noise.
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3.2 Noise Level Estimation and Threshold Decision

The optimal threshold )ℎ+ is found out using the following equation:

)ℎ=,-.|, /|0, / ∈ ,2345678 :;623<

(2)

The background blocks are indicated by the Gaussianity test described in the previous section.
Note that )ℎ and, / are all random variables.

4. VIDEO OBJECT SEGMENTATION WITH MULTI-BACKGROUND
REGISTRATION
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Fig. 2. Multi-background registration

The segmentation method is based on an online multilayer background modeling technique
known as Multi-background registration (MBReg). The key concept in this algorithm is the fact
that it models the background with N layers of background images instead of a single background
layer. For each pixel position, the corresponding pixel in each layer of the background image
represents one possible background pixel value.
As shown in Fig. 2. , the background model is established and maintained in the MBReg and
background update and release blocks. In the MBReg block, each input pixel of the current
frame=75>5, /, ), where , / is the pixel position and t is thetime index, is compared with
the corresponding backgroundpixels in the multi-background image 4, /, ) − 1, 3,
where 3 ∈ 1, , and a matching flag, ,)2ℎ, /, 3, is recorded bythe following equation:

1 ; B , /, ), 3 ≤ )ℎ, /, ), 3G
,)2ℎ, /, ), 3 = @
0 ; 6)ℎE5F<E

(3)

, /, ), 3 = |=75>5, /, ) − 4, /, ) − 1, 3|

(4)
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The background difference , /, ), 3 can be calculated using the equation:
In the background update and release block an ‘unmatched background’ counter =)H6, /, 3
and a weighting coefficient I4), /, ), 3 are maintained to record the duration when a
background pixel is unmatched to the input pixel and the confidence of each background pixel
where BDF is the background decaying factor.
=)H6, /, ), 3 = @

0 ; B ,)2ℎ, /, ), 3 = 1
G
=)H6, ) − 1, 3 + 1; 6)ℎE5F<E

Wgti, j, t − 1, k + 1 ; if matchi, j, t, k = 1
I4), /, ), 3 = JWgti, j, t − 1, k − 1; if CntSnoi, j, t, k > >, j, t, kG
Wgti, j, t − 1, k
; 6)ℎE5F<E

(5)

(6)

Using the unmatched background counter and weighting coefficient, the background model can
be updated or released with the following equations:
UpdBckgndi, j, t, k
; if matchi, j, t, k = 1
0release
; if k ∈ Built background layers
4, /, ), 3 = [
,8 Wgti, j, t, k < RELthi, j, t, k
0release
; Wgti, j, t, k = 0

G (7)

5. TRACKING MULTIPLE OBJECTS
Tracking of multiple objects is seen as a function of continuous energy minimization here. Other
than a number of recent approaches, it focus on designing an energy function that represents the
problem as faithfully as possible. It uses a suitable optimization scheme to find strong local
minima of the proposed energy. The scheme extends the conjugate gradient method with periodic
trans-dimensional jumps. These moves allow the search to escape weak minima and explore a
much larger portion of the variable-dimensional search space, while still always reducing the
energy.
The aim of this method is to find an optimal solution for multi-target tracking over an entire video
sequence. In otherwords, each target needs to be assigned a unique trajectory for the duration of
the video, which matches the target’s motion as closely as possible. To this end, a global energy
function is defined which depends on all targets at all frames within a temporal window, and thus
represents the existence, motion and interaction of all objects of interest in the scene. Tracking is
performed in world coordinates, i.e. the image evidence is projected onto the ground plane.
Additionally, the evidence is weighted with a height prior to reduce false detections.

The state vector j consists of groundplane coordinates of all targets at all times. The -, k
location of target  at frame t is denoted -l% > and  indicatethe total number of frames and targets
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respectively.In this formulation the position of each target isalways defined and considered when
computing the energy,even in case of occlusion.
5.1 Energy Function
The energy function is made up of five terms: an observation term based on image data; three
physically motivated priors for object dynamics, collision avoidance and object persistence; and a
regularizer which tries to keep the number of trajectories low:
m-=mno +∝ mqr + smtuv + wmxt + ymtz

(8)

5.1.1 Observation Model

This makes use of the object detection step. Here, pedestrians are detected and interpreted as a
kind of "intelligent smoothing", which takes into account the other energy terms rather than
blindly smooth the nodes of the trajectory curve. It does however go beyond smoothing, for
example it helps to prevent identity switches between crossing targets(since it favors straight
paths).
5.1.2 Dynamic Model
It uses a constant velocity model:

%
%}
mqr - = ∑~
{
% ∑l {|l − |l



Where|l% = -l% = -l%} − -l% is the current velocity vector of target .

(9)

Dynamic model can be interpreted as a kind of “intelligent smoothing”, which takes into account
the other energy terms rather than blindly smooth the nodes of the trajectory curve.
5.1.3 Mutual Exclusion
The most obvious physical constraint is that two objects cannot occupy the same space
simultaneously. This constraint is included to the energy function by defining a continuous
exclusion term where <z is the scale factor.
mtuv - = ∑~% ∑l

o

u u 

(10)

5.1.4 Target Persistence
Another constraint one would in most cases like to integrate into the energy function is the fact
that targets cannot appear or disappear within the tracking area (but nevertheless can enter or
leave the area). However, only a soft constraint is imposed, since otherwise one would have to
explicitly model entry/exit locations (e.g. doors) and long term occlusion. Hence the sigmoid
penalty:
mxt - = ∑% ∑%∈{,~} } .u


 

(11)

where:-l% ) and:-% )are distances of the start, respectively end points of trajectory  tothe border
of the frame.
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5.1.5 Regularization
The regularization drives the minimization towards a simpler explanation of the data, i.e. a model
with fewer targets and longer trajectories:
mtz - =  + ∑%


~l

(12)

where> is the temporal length of trajectory  in frames.The regularization balances the model’s
complexity againstits fitting error, and discourages over-fitting, fragmentation of trajectories, and
spurious identity changes.
Similar to any non-convex optimization, the result depends on the initial value from which the
iteration is started. Empirically, even a trivial initialization with no targets work reasonably well,
however it will take many iterations to converge.
The initialization uses the output of an arbitrary simpler tracker as a more qualified initial value.
For initialization, per-target extended Kalman filters (EKFs) is used, where the data association is
performed in a greedy manner using a maximum overlap criterion, to quickly generate a variety
of starting values. The system can keep track of all the objects along with their trajectories.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a novel method for detection and tracking of objects in complex
backgrounds. Compared to the previous methods proposed for detection and tracking such as
particle filter and extended Kalman filter, the method based on detection in complex backgrounds
and multiple object tracking with continuous energy minimization robustly and efficiently detect
and track multiple objects in complex environments for video surveillance. Moreover the method
is robust to occlusions and it tracks without a priori knowledge of the number of targets, which is
a difficult problem to tackle. Tracking is considered as a function of energy minimization which
is more suitable for real world applications. The proposed detection method also overcomes the
limitations of frame differencing based methods of segmentation.
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